Dyslexia: We Must All Talk About It…
We must educationally recognize it!
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1 in 5 individuals in the U.S. have dyslexia.

Kansas 2019 results from NAEP Progress
4th Grade Reading Scores– Basic and Below Percentages
• No definition for Below Basic
• Basic is defined as—”This level denotes partial mastery of prerequisite knowledge and skills that are
fundamental for proficient work at each grade.”
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What is dyslexia and how is it different from
“Garden Variety” struggling readers?
• A specific language learning disability that has a
biological basis in the brain
• Phonological Awareness difficulties are recognized in

• decoding (symbol-sound) and encoding (sound-symbol) skills
• accurate and/or fluent word recognition
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What we know today from the
research at NICHD:
 Dyslexia

 Affects 1 in 5 of the U.S. population
 Equal frequency in boys & girls

 Carried hereditarily on the 6th (immune system), 1st, and 15th
chromosomes. The BIGGEST warning sign of all is a close relative
who struggled to learn to read, write, and spell
 Caused by a deficit in the phonological processing area of the
brain, causing inability to process the individual sounds in words

Long Term Outcomes

 74% of children who were poor readers in 3rd grade remained
poor readers in 9th grade (despite intervention). (Francis, 1996)
 9 of 10 children deficient in reading in 1st grade were poor
readers in 4th grade. (Juel, 1988)
 8 of 10 children with severe word reading problems at the end
of 1st grade were well below the average readers at the
beginning of 3rd grade. (Torgesen, 1997)

Academic difficulties occur in:
Reading
Writing
Spelling
Speaking
Processing oral and
written language
Word retrieval
Mathematics

What are the facts?
• Dyslexia is the most prevalent type reading disability – affects 20%
of the U.S. population.
• It creates problems with automatic retrieval of words and memory
for non-meaningful symbols which greatly hampers an individual’s
ability to read, spell, form letters legibly, and put thoughts in
writing. It is caused by phonological processing difficulties, not
visual acuity, convergence, or processing.
• Dyslexia lasts a life-time. It is not curable.
• The prognosis depends on the severity of the disorder and the
remedial approach.
• Dyslexia affects the entire population and is not related to
intelligence.
• Dyslexia may be severe enough to be classified as a learning
disability.

How is dyslexia best defined?

In my experience, no one defines dyslexia better than Dr. Sally
Shaywitz…. Distinguished Professor in Learning Development at
the Yale University School of Medicine and Co-Director of the Yale
Center for Dyslexia and Creativity.
Together with her husband, Dr. Bennett Shaywitz, she originated
and championed the “Sea of Strengths” model of dyslexia which
emphasizes a sea of strengths of higher critical thinking and
creativity surrounding the encapsulated weakness found in
children and adults who are dyslexic.

How to spot the “weakness in a sea of
strengths”!
• This is a smart young adult, who
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

spells poorly and struggles to write a sentence
can demonstrate what he/she knows but can’t verbalize the steps in order
struggles to finish a written test in a timely manner
uses poor grammar when speaking or mispronounces words
can’t remember specific instruction when verbalized
doesn’t hand in written assignments or notes (always has an excuse)
makes surprisingly poor grades despite effort and work ethic
can’t master a foreign language
poor math progress despite effort (can’t memorize mathematical order of
operations due to language related difficulties)

The Biggest Issues For a College Age Student Are:
1. Time Management –

break down assignment tasks and students daily activities on a weekly grid
helping them structure the time needed to accomplish the task or assignment
or assign an academic partner who can help

2. College Level Reading Material –

preview material for unfamiliar words, develop a list of vocabulary and
unfamiliar words, terms, and definitions required for comprehension, provide
comprehension questions, allow Sparknotes and graphic novels, Google
accessibility tools and other technologies (speech to text or text to speech)

3. Spelling – Students with Dyslexia Don’t Spell Well!
4. Show Me vs. Tell Me and Vice Versa
5. Extend Test Taking Time Limits

